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About This Game

In Piloteer, a whimsical and serenely challenging physics-based game about learning to fly, a renowned inventor is determined
to overcome the stigma associated with flying 5d3b920ae0
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This game is a bit fun and funny, as you try and fail repeatedly to control flight with nothing but left-right jet thrusters.
Unfortunately, I experienced a great deal of glitchiness in both the handling and landing, as well as the game menus and
campaigns. It crashed a few times. Kudos for a decent effort at something way different, but a reluctant thumbs down
overall--the game lacks some needed tightening and polishing.. This is the game where you actually understand how hard it is to
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use a jetpack.. there is a bug but i still like it. there is a bug but i still like it. Great game its really fun and time killer, Please add
more missions coz i love it.
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